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Quantity Pricing Boosts Strategy and 

Why should sellers consider the time-consuming, hard-data driven and 
team-intensive practice of effective quantity pricing? Let us count the 
ways: It protects profi ts, supports channel strategy, increases customer 
loyalty, generates cost synergies and promotes meeting regulatory re-
quirements. This article was written by David G. de Roulet, Consumer 
Products Practice Leader at Deloitte Consulting. You can e-mail him at 
dderoulet@deloitte.com.

An important, but often overlooked, element of pricing 
strategy involves quantity discounts and the terms of 
sale that drive customer buying behavior. Structuring 
these components of price in a compelling way offers 

sellers an important strategic outcome: Their products can be-
come uniquely profi table, and customers can become uniquely 
loyal.

In fact, sellers benefi t in fi ve ways by paying attention to quan-
tity pricing:

n Protecting profi ts – Sellers must guard against “pricing away 
profi ts.” Often, a poor understanding of cost-to-serve leads to 
discounts that are too generous, thereby leaking margin the 
seller has earned. A major institutional distributor, for example, 
was so concerned about losing share that it matched competi-
tors’ discounts as a matter of policy. Although this was allowed 
under the “meeting competition” defense of price discrimination, 
it proved disastrous for products with already thin margins. This 
distributor failed to establish the physical distribution economies 
and terms of sale that could have tempered discounts without 
alienating customers.

n Reinforcing channel strategy – Sellers can drive business 
through preferred channels or move business to larger accounts 
by structuring discounts and price lists that discourage small 
orders. For example, a large consumer goods manufacturer, as 
part of a business-simplifi cation strategy, confi gured its manu-
facturing and distribution systems for high-volume operations. 
A large minimum-order size was adopted, as was a distributor 
price list that allowed distributors to resell small quantities at a 
profi t. This drove smaller customers to buy from distributors, 
and it kept everyone’s prices down by refl ecting total distribution 
savings in the list price. 

n Building customer loyalty – Sellers can use price structure as 
part of a larger effort to build customer-specifi c trade interfaces. 
Customers have different merchandising and buying strategies 
by category and product. Proper pricing allows customers to 
purchase in ways that support their merchandising approach at 
a fair price. For example, a major ice cream manufacturer created 
mixed pallets of three brands. Each brand has a distinct consumer 

promotion strategy and rate of sell-through. As part of a menu 
price, customers had choices about the mix on each pallet. These 
customized pallets were sent directly to large stores in a way that 
matched sell-through, thereby avoiding warehousing and back-
room congestion. Although customers paid a little more for this 
service, profi ts increased, as did the amount of space allocated 
to this particular manufacturer in the freezer. This situation il-
lustrates that a creative quantity-pricing strategy based on hard 
economics can result in benefi ts for both buyer and seller.

n Integrating new or acquired products – Achieving the syner-
gies expected from acquisitions is supported by pricing practices 
that encourage customers to increase order size through a com-
bination of old and new items. Food companies often fi nd that, 
after acquiring a competing product, shelf prices can go down 
for all their goods in the category. This happens when new price 
lists are developed that encourage purchasing old and new prod-
ucts together. Retailers can then pay a lower price on average for 
products that were once ordered from separate companies. 

n Reducing enterprise risk by complying with regulatory require-
ments – The government seeks to protect competition through a 
body of legislation falling under the broad heading of “anti-trust.” 
The Sherman Act, Clayton Act and the Robinson-Patman Act 
have been used by the courts to set ground rules for pricing policy. 
Many companies have invested heavily in post-Enron regulatory 
compliance but have either ignored pricing ground rules or ap-
plied them poorly. There is a way to cost-justify discounts con-
sistent with anti-trust requirements, as explained below.

Boosting Strategy through Quantity Pricing

Many sellers do not take advantage of all the benefi ts of quan-
tity pricing because they fail to take a cross-functional view. A 
common mistake, for example, is to task the logistics department 
with developing the largest possible discounts and applying them 
to all customers without further consideration. 

However, full advantage is gained by fi rst understanding customer 
needs and buying behavior, and then by fl exing the combined 
economics of shipment size, minimum-order size, full case or 
pallet requirements, services menus, cash discounts and deliv-
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Protects Profi ts

ery-service level. 

Once a cross-functional team understands the needs and opera-
tional economics of a customer or a class of trade, it can project 
how customers will respond to changes in quantity prices or 
terms of sale. These projections always require detailed discus-
sions about a customer’s buying behavior, response to incentives, 
profi tability to the seller and competitors’ efforts to earn that 
customer’s business. 

In short, a customer- or channel-specifi c sales strategy emerges 
that is backed by specifi c policies and incentives. Ideally, this 
strategy boosts the broader go-to-market strategy around brands 
and end-users.

The cross-functional team should include people from sales, 
logistics, fi nance, information technology and legal. This team 
should not be one of the multifunctional account teams that many 
manufacturers use to sell to the largest customers. The pricing 
team must remain independent of individual customer advocacy 
because its purpose is to prevent price discrimination.

Developing a compelling quantity-pricing structure often re-
quires compromise among the legal, sales, IT and logistics func-
tions. Sales wants aggressive discounts, legal wants strict cost 
justifi cation and logistics/IT have to sign up for delivering the 
program. 

From the legal perspective, it is necessary to incorporate projec-
tions about buying behavior into the cost justifi cation of dis-
counts, because the way in which customers position themselves 
in the new buying brackets will determine the size of the discount 
that can be offered. From a sales standpoint, any changes in pric-
ing will have to be sold to current customers, and preparing the 
right message will require thinking about P&L, balance sheet 
and operational impacts. 

On the IT side, discounts are now being offered for various forms 
of electronic payment, so the IT view on cost vs. current systems 
is critical. The logistics group generally owns the historical ship-
ment data and therefore drives the analysis, with support from 
fi nance. Many economies of scale refl ected in price brackets will 
be computed by these members of the team.

Practically speaking, customers’ responses need to be predicted to 
make sure the seller’s organization is not exposing itself to undue 
risk. For example, a personal products manufacturer increased its 
cash discount as part of a program, sponsored by sales, to reduce 
customers’ inventory investment in slow movers. Unfortunately, 
customers used these generous discounts to “forward buy” com-
peting products. An unintended consequence, certainly, but an 
outcome that could have been foreseen in a risk assessment had 
the logistics and fi nance organizations been more involved.

Protecting Profi ts

After developing a thorough understanding of customer buy-
ing patterns and how they might change in response to a new 
quantity-pricing program, the calculation of potential discounts 
can begin. In setting up a new bracket structure, the seller must 
determine:

t The actual and projected differences in the cost of servicing 
and shipping orders of various sizes. Costs usually included are 
interplant freight, warehouse storage and handling, customer 
freight, specifi c distribution services (e.g., palletization), order 
processing and payment processing.

t A method for translating cost differences into price differ-
ences

t An approach to making sure that discounts will not price 
away profi ts

In theory, any difference in price offered to competitors for 
goods of like quality and kind constitutes price discrimination. 
There are, however, circumstances in which price discrimina-
tion is allowed if sellers can justify pricing actions based on cost 
differences, competitive practices or special circumstances (e.g., 
perishable merchandise, liquidation sales). Strict cost justifi cation 
is the best way to avoid margin leakage.

An important factor in protecting profi ts is to understand that 
the seller is not required to discount merchandise, even if buying 
practices generate savings. The seller could decide to give back 
only a portion of the savings so long as discounts are applied 
consistently toward competing buyers. 

Further, the seller can charge different prices – without cost 
justifi cation – to customers who are not in competition. For ex-
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... Sales must be able to demonstrate 
that pricing complements a customer’s 
buying strategy by rewarding larger 
orders and operational effi ciencies 
created by that customer. 

ample, distributors and end-users are typically not competitors 
and can receive different prices and discounts. There is no need 
to apply the largest possible discount uniformly to different cus-
tomer types.

The actual development of cost-justifi ed bracket prices and terms 
of sale is a 10-step process.

l Customer review – using a cross-functional team to understand 
customer needs, sales strategies, current price lists and other al-
lowances, current shipping and invoicing practices, level of com-
petition (class of trade) and competitors’ programs

l Geographical review – agreeing on the sample geographies to 
be used for the analysis. National data is often inadequate because 
it results in “broad averaging.” 
Sample areas should ref lect 
competing customers and fair-
ly represent the total business 
when taken together.

l Distribution system review 
– documenting current cus-
tomer shipping patterns and 
how customers are assigned to 
shipping points 

l Cost element review – iden-
tifying all cost elements to be 
considered

l Data review – selecting data sources to represent cost and prod-
uct fl ow, and demonstrating that this data is clean

l Development of options – developing pricing alternatives and 
changes to terms or distribution policies 

l Projection of consequences – estimating the changes to buying 
patterns, quantities and frequencies that would result for each 
pricing alternative

l Derivation of cost and price differences – doing the arithme-
tic

l Derivation of profi t impact – computing the changes in cus-
tomer profi tability and on the margin pool based on changes in 
product margins and volumes

l Formal review with legal counsel – getting legal approval of 
the methods used to avoid price discrimination

Challenges to Implementing 
Quantity Price Changes 

Pricing is complicated. In addition to the terms of sale and quan-
tity-pricing options described above, many industries employ 
promotional discounts, annual volume contracts and seasonal 
incentives. 

This provides the seller with two signifi cant challenges:

n Realizing the correct price – It is likely that confusion or 
disputes will arise regarding a price derived from complicated 

price lists and deal sheets. 
When this occurs, the sales 
organization often advocates 
the customer’s position. Cus-
tomers also deduct disputed 
charges from invoices before 
payment. A transaction-level 
analysis of prices charged and 
realized often uncovers sig-
nifi cant profi t-improvement 
opportunities.

n Communicating pricing 
and value – The sales team 
certainly must be able to ex-

plain the derivation of prices charged. More importantly, the 
team must be able to talk about pricing in the larger context of 
“telling the profi t story.” Said another way, sales must be able 
to demonstrate that pricing complements a customer’s buying 
strategy by rewarding larger orders and operational effi ciencies 
created by that customer. For example, a major packaged goods 
manufacturer provides sales with mobile technology that com-
putes the customer’s margin generated for each order. This tool 
provides a “what-if” capability so that the proper order can be 
generated for a specifi c mix of products in a variety of consumer-
demand scenarios. 

Not only is pricing complicated, it is also data intensive. Cost 
justifi cation, price computation and “telling the profi t story” 
all require signifi cant computational detail and record keeping. 
However, having accurate and defensible pricing practices is a 
necessity. Anything short of that risks customer goodwill, regu-
latory compliance and profi ts.




